We study a multistage ATM switch in which shared-memory switching elements are arranged in a banyan topology. By \shared-memory", we mean that each switching element uses output queueing and shares its local cell bu er memory among all its output ports. We apply a bu er management technique called Delayed Pushout that was originally designed for multistage ATM switches with hierarchical topologies. Delayed Pushout combines a pushout mechanism, for sharing memory e ciently among queues within the same switching element, and a backpressure mechanism, for sharing memory across switch stages. The backpressure component has a threshold to restrict the amount of sharing between stages. A synergy emerges when pushout, backpressure, and this threshold are all employed together. Using a computer simulation of the switch under bursty tra c, we study Delayed Pushout as well as several simpler pushout and backpressure schemes under a variety of tra c conditions. Of the ve schemes we simulate, Delayed Pushout is the only one that performs well under all load conditions.
Introduction
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) has recently been standardized as the multiplexing and switching technique for the Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN). The challenge now is to build large ATM switches that can operate at the high data transfer rates of B-ISDN and meet its performance requirements. Bu ering is an important concern in these switches. When multiple cells arriving on di erent input ports of a switch contend for the same output port, they need to be bu ered within the switch. The location of the queues and the bu er management policy can have a dramatic e ect on the performance of the switch. Research has shown that output queueing with completely shared bu ering achieves optimal throughput-delay performance for a single-stage switch 1].
Although an ideal shared-memory switch would have a single-stage design with the memory shared across all input and output ports, in practice it is di cult to build a large singlestage shared-memory switch. The limitation on size comes from the increasing complexity of the memory control logic and the constraints on memory bandwidth 2]. In an N N switch, the memory control logic needs to handle N incoming and N outgoing cells in each slot time. If the input lines of the switch have rate R bits/sec, and if the cells have the standard length C = 424 bits, then for a single-ported memory with access time sec, the switch size N is limited by the following relation: N C=(2 R ). For example, a switch with 155 Mbps lines and a single-ported memory with access time of 21.3 ns cannot be larger than 64 64. If more lines than this must be switched, larger switches can be built by using small shared-memory switches as switching elements and arranging them in a multistage interconnection network (MIN) architecture. An important consequence is that there is less sharing of the overall bu ering capacity. Also, since switching is performed in several stages, additional queueing delays are incurred. In this paper we study bu er management schemes that increase the degree of bu er sharing throughout the multistage switch.
Multistage interconnection networks can be broadly classi ed into two main categories, viz., internally blocking or internally non-blocking. In an internally non-blocking switch two or more cells at di erent input ports can be simultaneously forwarded to the desired output ports as long as all the output ports are distinct. In an internally blocking switch, it may not be possible to transfer two or more incoming cells with distinct output port destinations to 2 Basak, Choudhury and Hahne the output ports due to contention within the switching fabric. In this study we shall focus only on a speci c class of internally blocking architectures called banyan networks.
Banyan networks possess a number of desirable properties. They have a regular structure which makes them suitable for VLSI implementation. They also possess path uniqueness, i.e., there exists exactly one path connecting any input to any output in a banyan network. The establishment of such a path can be accomplished in a distributed fashion, using a simple self-routing procedure whereby the routing information at each stage is extracted directly from the destination address. The path uniqueness property ensures that when a banyan network is used as a fast packet switch, all the cells of a particular connection follow the same route. Consequently, out-of-sequence packet delivery is prevented and delay variability between cells is less, leading to simpler synchronization protocols for real-time services such as voice and video.
In this paper we investigate the performance of multistage switches with output-queued, shared-memory switching elements arranged in the banyan topology. We look at simple bu er management controls that may enhance performance, in particular, that may reduce cell loss. For example, we study a well-known technique, called Pushout, that regulates the lengths of individual queues in individual switching elements. We investigate another popular mechanism, called Backpressure, in which switching elements hold on to cells destined for downstream switching elements with full bu ers. We also apply two other related bu er management techniques, called Restricted Backpressure and Delayed Pushout, to sharedmemory switches with MIN topologies. (We proposed these two techniques in an earlier paper 3] for multistage shared-memory switches with hierarchical topologies 4].) This paper is organized as follows. The switch architecture and bu er management schemes are described in detail in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. Section 4 describes the performance studies we conducted via computer simulation. Conclusions appear in Section 5. Our primary nding is that of the ve schemes we studied, the Delayed Pushout bu er management scheme is the only one that performs very well under all the load conditions we tested. N=b SEs in each stage. Several architectures in the banyan class of networks can be used for this switch; however, these structures have been shown to be functionally equivalent 5]. So for this study we choose the Omega network as a representative architecture of the banyan class ( Fig. 1 ). Henceforth we shall simply refer to it as a banyan network. Cells arriving to the inputs of the switch are routed to their destinations in multiple switching stages. At each switching stage, the self-routing property of banyan networks is used to route the cell to the correct input in the next stage. Each b b SE has its own local cell bu er memory that can hold M cells. The SE is output-queued, and each output port of the SE has its own logical queue, but these queues share the SE's cell bu er memory in common. Speci cally, a cell arriving at an SE is stored in a shared random access memory (RAM), and the storage location (RAM address) is recorded in a separate FIFO bu er associated with the destination port of that particular cell. In this way a logical output queue is maintained 4 Basak, Choudhury and Hahne for each SE output port. For each output port, periodically an address is extracted from the associated address FIFO, and the corresponding cell is sent to the output port. Our simulations assume a 64 64 banyan network with 4 4 shared-memory switching elements ( Fig. 1), 
Bu er Management Schemes
When all the tra c is of a single loss priority, the main purpose of bu er management schemes in a single-stage shared-memory switch is to allow the common memory within the switch to be e ciently shared among the output ports of that switch. If all the output ports have unrestricted access to the shared memory, it is possible for one output queue to dominate the usage of the memory and starve the other queues, thereby degrading performance. When the switch is congested, it is also desirable to distribute the cell losses over the di erent tra c streams in some fair manner.
When large multistage switches are designed using small output-queued shared-memory Switch Elements (SEs), bu er management schemes are still used to manage the sharing of the common memory within each SE among the output ports of that SE. Moreover, multistage switches can also use bu er management schemes to share memory across SEs. By providing controlled access to memory in other SEs, it is possible to increase the e ective bu er size seen by each SE and hence, improve loss performance of the switch. This paper considers ve di erent bu er management schemes, which we shall now describe. Consider a multistage switch, like the one in Fig. 1 , without any bu er management schemes. In this switch that is operating under No Controls (N C), each SE only has access to its own M cells of memory which it shares among its b output ports. Each output queue in an SE has unrestricted access to the entire shared memory in the SE. Cell losses due to congestion can occur at any SE.
The loss performance at each SE can be improved by an e cient sharing of the common memory among output queues through the use of Pushout (P O) 3, 6{11]. Pushout can also be used to share memory among tra c classes with di erent space priorities 12, 13] ; in this study, however, we shall focus only on a single-priority tra c environment. In Scheme 5 Basak, Choudhury and Hahne P O, cells arriving to a shared memory are allowed to enter the bu er as long as there is space, and when the bu er lls up, an incoming cell is allowed to enter by pushing out (i.e., overwriting) another cell that is already in the bu er. In this paper we consider a version of Pushout in which a cell that arrives to nd the bu er full pushes out the cell at the head of the longest queue. Although the physical space of the discarded cell is usurped, the incoming cell does not take over the discarded cell's position in its logical output port queue. Indeed, the pushing and pushed cells may belong to di erent output port queues. Rather, the arriving cell joins its own logical queue. The Pushout approach has many performance bene ts. Pushout is fair: it allows smaller queues to increase in length at the expense of longer queues. Pushout is e cient: no output queue is ever starved for space, and no space is ever held idle while some queue desires more; thus overall system throughput should be high. Pushout is naturally adaptive: when lots of queues are active, their rivalry keeps their queue lengths short; when only one queue is active, it is allowed to become long. Using Pushout in a multistage switch allows better sharing of the memory within an SE, but still does not allow sharing of memory among SEs. One technique for sharing among SEs is the conventional Backpressure (BP ) scheme 14{17], in which a full SE in stage l sends a backpressure signal to its upstream neighbors in stage (l?1), which causes the latter to stop sending cells downstream until the backpressure signal is removed. In this way, the memory in the upstream SEs is used to temporarily store the cells until the congestion in the downstream SE goes away. By providing access to additional bu ering, this scheme is able to greatly improve loss performance under low to moderate load conditions. One big disadvantage of Scheme BP is that under high uniform loading and under certain non-uniform tra c scenarios, it can lead to a phenomenon known as tree saturation 18]. Once an SE gets congested, it sends a backpressure signal to the b upstream SEs that feed it, causing them to also ll up. Then the same thing happens to the b 2 SEs that are two stages upstream of the congested SE. If the overload situation persists long enough, a tree of SEs rooted at the originally congested SE can get congested, degrading the performance of the whole switch. Note that in a switch using Scheme BP , all the cell losses occur in the rst switching stage.
The reason why Backpressure performs poorly under high load is that the e ect of congestion at an SE is allowed to spread to a large number of SEs over multiple upstream stages. One solution 19] is to target only the o ending streams by using ne-grained queueing and 6 Basak, Choudhury and Hahne ne-grained backpressure. However, the complexity of this technique increases dramatically with switch size. A simpler scheme, called Restricted Backpressure (RBP ) 3], works by limiting the amount of memory in upstream SEs that is available to a congested SE. In contrast to Scheme BP , which allows uncontrolled access to memory in upstream SEs, Scheme RBP allows a congested SE access to only a part of the memory in SEs that are only one stage upstream. A backpressure threshold T in each SE controls the amount of local memory that can be used to temporarily store cells destined to a congested SE immediately downstream. In Fig. 2 , the downstream SE D in stage l can temporarily store cells in the upstream SEs U1-U4 in stage (l?1). As long as the total number of cells in an upstream SE is less than T , any output port of that SE that receives a backpressure signal from a downstream SE will stop sending cells to that downstream SE. Once the total number of cells in an upstream SE exceeds T , the output ports of that SE will ignore any backpressure signals they may receive and will serve their queues at full rate, until the total number of cells in the SE falls below T again. The backpressure threshold allows an SE to store cells temporarily for downstream SEs only when there is enough room for them. If the bu er occupancy rises too high, the output ports ignore their backpressure signals and start serving their queues at full rate. This allows cells of a stream to be dropped closer to the point of congestion for that stream. Meanwhile, if some of the upstream SEs ll up completely, they in turn send backpressure signals upstream. Note that unlike Scheme BP , which dropped cells only at the switch input, i.e., the rst stage, Scheme RBP may drop cells at every stage.
Pushout can be combined with the Restricted Backpressure scheme to create a new bu er sharing strategy called Delayed Pushout (DP O) 3]. The pushout component of Scheme DP O allows memory to be shared e ciently among queues within an SE, while the restricted backpressure component manages bu er sharing between switch stages. In Scheme DP O, when an SE is full, it sends backpressure signals to the SEs immediately upstream so that the corresponding output ports in those SEs stop sending cells to the congested SE. The signals are withdrawn when the downstream SE ceases to be full. The backpressure signals cause the corresponding output queues in the upstream SEs to build up. When the total number of cells in an upstream SE exceeds the backpressure threshold, the output port in that SE ignores the backpressure signal and resumes serving cells from its output queue. However, instead of dropping these cells at the input of the full downstream SE, as Scheme RBP would, The pushout component of Scheme DP O allows the cells destined to lightly loaded outputs to nd their way to their destinations at the expense of the cells in the longer queues. This increases the throughput and brings a degree of fairness to the allocation of space among output queues. Also, unlike the conventional backpressure scheme in which cells would have been dropped only at the rst stage of the switch, the restricted backpressure component of Scheme DP O makes it possible to shift most of the cell loss back to the input of the originally congested SE. Losses can be managed more intelligently at the input of the downstream SE than in the upstream SEs, as we shall now explain using Fig. 2 . Imagine a somewhat simpli ed example where SE D is congested because of one overloaded output line v whose queue occupies the entire SE bu er. Backpressure then causes the cells destined for SE D to back up into the upstream SEs, say U1 and U3. Suppose some cells arrive at SE U1 destined for port w in SE D. When cells must be dropped, we would like to selectively drop cells destined to the overloaded output line v. In the upstream SE U1, however, all cells for SE D are queued in a single FIFO queue at output port u, and the system does not keep track of the cells' ultimate destinations, v or w, within SE D. Therefore, if cells were dropped in the upstream SE, it would not be possible to distinguish between cells destined to the overloaded 8 Basak, Choudhury and Hahne output line v and cells destined for the lightly loaded output line w. In contrast, when cells are dropped in SE D, the pushout mechanism there automatically discriminates against those output lines with long queues. This gives better treatment to cells destined for more lightly loaded lines, and improves the overall throughput of the switch. Although we are counting on our backpressure threshold to shift most of the loss from the input of the upstream SE to that of the downstream SE, there will still be occasional congestion of the upstream SE itself, resulting in some loss at the input to the upstream SE. Pushout within the upstream SE also prevents congested output ports in that SE from a ecting the performance of other output ports.
4 Performance
Tra c Model
ATM switches are expected to carry many di erent kinds of tra c. For our performance study, however, we concentrate on bursty data tra c; it is because of this troublesome tra c class that ATM switches require a lot of cell bu ering. Each input line to the switch is assumed to be connected to a single bursty data source which alternates between active and idle periods. The durations of the active and idle periods are both geometrically distributed with parameters and respectively. Cells arrive in consecutive time slots for the duration of the active period. We assume that there is at least one cell in each active burst, but the duration of an idle period can be zero. The burst lengths are assumed to be statistically independent. Given and , then the mean burst length L b , the mean idle time L idle , and the o ered load are given as:
For a given mean burst length L b , the o ered load is varied by changing the mean idle duration between bursts. For the simulation results presented in this paper, L b = 10 cells. In this paper we look at both balanced and imbalanced tra c patterns. Under balanced tra c, every input line has the same o ered load , and each burst on an input line chooses one of the N output lines as its destination with equal probability. In the imbalanced tra c scenarios that we study, di erent input lines can have di erent o ered loads , and the sources on di erent input lines can favor di erent destination output lines. More speci cally, in our imbalanced scenarios, many of the input lines are silent, and each active input line sends tra c to only one output line.
Performance under Imbalanced Tra c
To illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of the various control schemes, we explore three examples in which the 64 64 banyan network of The load values for our rst example are shown in Table 1 . Streams S1-S4 each have o ered load = 0:9, and Streams S5-S8 each have = 0:5. The table shows the cell loss probabilities for each of the ve control schemes NC, P O, BP , RBP , and DP O. The top tier of the table gives the total cell loss over all three switching stages. This loss is broken down by switching stage in the lower tiers of the table. The cell loss probability for each stage is computed relative to the cell arrival rate for that stage. For instance, RBP 's cell loss probability of 76.0% for Stream S3 at Stage 2 is computed based on the arrival rate at Stage 2, which is 23.5% lower than = 0:9 due to losses in the preceding stage. The 95% con dence intervals for the data points in this table are all narrower than 0.002.
Before consulting the actual cell loss data, let us do a crude rst-order analysis of this load pattern. Imagine that the eight streams are smooth, rather than bursty, but with the same ow rates given in Table 1 . For these smooth ows, let us de ne fair loss performance as follows. For a given output port of a given switching element, the fair cell loss probability at that SE for every stream using that output port is max ( ?1); 0]= , where is the sum of 10 Basak, Choudhury and Hahne Sharing Memory in Banyan-based ATM Switches the arrival rates of those streams at that SE. The term \1" in the formula refers to the service rate of the output port. The third column of Table 1 gives this idealized fair performance for the load pattern of Example 1. Stream S1 has a load of 0.9 and shares its path with no other stream, so if it were smooth, it should experience no cell loss. Streams S5-S8 follow paths whose bottleneck links are 100% loaded, so they should also have no loss under these idealized conditions. Streams S2, S3, and S4 all go to output line 3, and the sum of their o ered loads is 2.7, of which only 1.0 can be served. This means the cell loss probability for each of these three streams would be (2:7 ? 1:0)=2:7 = 0:630, to rst order, with a fair scheme. Now let us consult the actual cell loss data in .000 .000 .630 .000 .000 S2 . 9 .000 .000 .630 .000 .000 S3 . 9 .000 .000 .630 .000 .000 S4 . 9 .000 .000 .630 .000 .000 S5 . 5 .000 .000 .334 .000 .000 S6 . 5 .000 .000 .334 .000 .000 S7 . 5 .000 .000 .010 .000 .000 S8 . 5 .000 .000 .010 .000 .000
Stream Stage 1 Cell Loss Probability ID NC P O BP RBP DP O S1 . 9 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 S2 . 9 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 S3 . 9 .021 .000 .000 .235 .007 S4 . 9 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 S5 . 5 .037 .037 .000 .017 .038 S6 . 5 .037 .037 .000 .016 .038 S7 . 5 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 S8 . 5 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
Stream Stage 2 Cell Loss Probability ID NC P O BP RBP DP O S1 . 9 .617 .000 .000 .536 .000 S2 . 9 .626 .630 .000 .536 .628 S3 . 9 .629 .630 .000 .760 .629 S4 . 9 .626 .630 .000 .536 .628 S5 . 5 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 S6 . 5 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 S7 . 5 .036 .036 .000 .017 .017 S8 . 5 .036 .036 .000 .016 .017 In general, when at least one output port of a switching element is overloaded causing the shared memory to be full, Scheme NC gives all streams using that SE roughly the same cell loss probability there, viz., the percentage by which the most congested output port is overloaded. In the case at hand, the unavoidable 63% loss of Streams S2-S4 is shared almost completely by Stream S1. The reason for this behavior is that whenever the SE's shared memory is nearly full, Scheme NC gives all input ports an equal chance to insert an arriving cell into the shared memory.
Stream S1 su ers unfairly under all of the schemes without pushout: NC, BP and RBP . Like NC, BP spreads the unavoidable 63% loss of Streams S2-S4 to the innocent bystander Stream S1. In general, when at least one output port of a switching element is overloaded, so that the shared memory is always nearly full, Scheme BP allows each input port to insert arriving cells into the shared memory at an equal rate (measured in cells per cell transmission time); this rate is the fraction of time that the backpressure signal is o . In  Fig. 3 , in Stage 2's top SE, there are 3 input ports feeding congested output line 3. Therefore the backpressure signal will be o 1 3 of the time, and all input ports, including the one on which Stream S1 arrives, will be served at an average rate = 1 3 . The excess load for each stream will back up all the way to Stage 0 and be dropped there. Thus Streams S1-S4 each see a loss probability of (0:9 ? 0:333)=0:9 = 0:630. (The di erence between NC's and BP 's loss mechanisms will be clearer in later examples with asymmetric loads.) We do not have a good rst-order model to predict the performance of Scheme RBP under these conditions, but it is clear from the data in Table 1 that an e ect similar to NC's and BP 's is at work in Scheme RBP . 13 Basak, Choudhury and Hahne Fortunately, both schemes with pushout, P O and DP O, treat Stream S1 fairly, because output line 0 can use pushout to make space for an arriving cell whenever necessary. Streams S2-S4 each see the same loss of 63%, because new arrivals for output line 3 push out cells already queued at output line 3, without regard for the particular stream a cell belongs to.
Next consider whether backpressure can be used to improve performance by making extra bu ering available upstream of congestion points. Stream S1 does not need such help, and Streams S2-S4 are beyond hope, but perhaps Streams S5-S8 could bene t. Unfortunately, the plain backpressure Scheme BP makes Streams S5 and S6 much worse, raising their losses from 0.037 (with NC) to 0.334. The problem is that BP The second and third examples use the eight active tra c streams S1-S8 shown as dark lines in Fig. 4 . The only di erence between this routing pattern and the previous one is that Stream S2 has changed its destination from output line 3 to output line 0, which it now shares with Stream S1. We shall use the same eight streams in both Examples 2 and 3, but with di erent stream loads in the two cases.
The load values for Example 2 are shown in the other streams follow links that are loaded to 100% or less. Streams S3 and S4 have a combined o ered load of 1.8, so the fair cell loss probability for each of these streams is (1:8 ? 1)=1:8 = 0:444, to rst order. The third column of Table 2 shows this idealized fair performance.
As in Example 1, Scheme NC gives all of Streams S1-S4 roughly the same poor performance that only S3 and S4 deserve. Scheme BP , however, treats these streams quite di erently. To see why, note that in Fig. 4 , in Stage 2's top switching element, there are now only two input ports feeding congested output line 3. Therefore the backpressure signal will be o 1 2 of the time, and all input ports, including the ones on which Streams S1 and S2 arrive, will be served at an average rate = 1 2 . This service rate is su cient for S1, whose o ered load is only 0.3, so that stream sees no loss. However, the service rate is insu cient for Stream S2, and, of course, Streams S3 and S4. The excess load for these streams will back up all the way to Stage 0 and be dropped there. Stream S2 sees a loss probability of about (0:6 ? 0:5)=0:6 = 0:167, and Streams S3 and S4 each experience a loss probability of about (0:9 ? 0:5)=0:9 = 0:444.
In this example, scheme BP Our third example further explores fairness issues when streams of di erent intensities collide. The load values for Example 3 are shown in Table 3 . Note that both output lines 0 and 3 are overloaded in this case. The table shows the total cell loss probability for each of the ve control schemes NC, P O, BP , RBP , and DP O. The 95% con dence intervals for the data points in this table are all narrower than 0.001.
Let us do a rst-order analysis of this load pattern. If the ows were smooth, then the only streams that should fairly experience any loss are Streams S1-S4. Streams S1 and S2 both go to output line 0, and the sum of their o ered loads is 1.2, so the fair cell loss probability for each of these streams is (1:2 ? 1)=1:2 = 0:167, to rst order. Streams S3 and S4 both go to output line 3, and the sum of their o ered loads is 1.7, so the fair cell loss probability for 17 Basak, Choudhury and Hahne each of these streams is (1:7 ? 1)=1:7 = 0:412, to rst order. The third column of Table 3 shows this idealized fair performance. As in Examples 1 and 2, Scheme NC makes Streams S1 and S2 su er as intensely as Streams S3 and S4. As in Example 2, Scheme BP treats these streams di erently, because it o ers the same service rate to all four input ports of the congested SE. Recall that is the fraction of time that the backpressure signal is o . To rst order, equals the largest rate such that, when each stream is throttled to the minimum of its demand rate and , no output ports are overloaded anymore. In this example, = 0:5, and the throttled rates of Streams S1-S4 are 0.4, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, respectively, which leaves output line 0 with a ow of 0.9 and just barely saturates output line 3. Because the service rate is su cient for Stream S1, that stream sees no loss. However, the service rate is insu cient for Stream S2-S4. Streams S2 and S4 each see a loss probability of (0:8 ? 0:5)=0:8 = 0:375, and Stream S3 experiences a loss probability of (0:9 ? 0:5)=0:9 = 0:444. This excess backs up all the way to Stage 0, where it is dropped. Also, as in Example 1, Stream S3 causes the service rate to propagate back into Stage 1, where it is interferes with Stream S6. Stream S6 sees a cell loss probability of (0:7 ? 0:5)=0:7 = 0:286. Stream S5 has such low demand that it is not a ected. As in Example 1, using Scheme RBP instead of BP will x Stream S6's problem. Now let us consider how Scheme P O treats Streams S1-S4. (Scheme DP O is similar.) Pushout tends to equalize the queues at output lines 0 and 3. Since neither queue is ever starved for space, to rst order this should make the loss probabilities for the two queues independent. Output line 3's overall loss probability should be: (0:9 + 0:8 ? 1)=(0:9 + 0:8) = 0:412. Streams S3 and S4 should each see this same 41% loss, because cells get pushed out of output line 3's queue without regard for their particular streams. The loss data for Streams S3 and S4 in Table 3 closely match this projection. Output line 0's overall loss probability should be: (0:4 + 0:8 ? 1)=(0:4 + 0:8) = 0:167. One might expect that the individual Streams S1 and S2 would each experience this same loss probability. The simulation data in the table are reasonably close to this projection, but are not dead on: S1 sees 19.3% loss, somewhat more than its due, while S2 sees 15.6%, slightly less than its due. Such discrepancies can arise because the discrete, bursty system we simulated is more complex than a smooth uid model can capture. We will show a dramatic example of this complexity in the next paragraph. 18 Basak, Choudhury and Hahne
Another thing to notice in Example 3 is the relative performance of Streams S7 and S8, which together still barely saturate output line 63, but which now have di erent o ered loads. Schemes BP dramatically favors the more lightly loaded Stream S7, for reasons that should be apparent after our earlier discussion of BP 's uniform service rate . On the other hand, Scheme NC gives better performance to the more heavily loaded Stream S8. Actually, if we convert the loss data for Streams S7 and S8 from cells-lost-per-cell-arrival to cells-lostper-cell-transmission-time, we discover that these two streams have identical loss rates of 0.0116 cells per unit time. The reason is this: the Stage 2 switching element they share has only those two streams running through it. The only time a cell can be lost is when both streams have a cell arrival at that SE, and there is only room for one new arrival in the shared memory. Suppose this happens at a rate of occurrences per unit time. Whenever it happens, each stream gets an equal chance to insert its arrival. Hence the cell loss per unit time for each stream is =2. Translating these equal rates back to cell losses per cell arrival results in a lower cell loss probability for the heavier stream. This tight correlation between the dropped cells of the two streams breaks down as more and more streams are introduced. While Scheme P O gives Streams S7 and S8 more nearly equal loss probabilities than do Schemes BP and NC, P O does favor the heavier stream S8. The reason for this is that pushouts occur only when the bu er is full, which is correlated with recent simultaneous bursting of the two streams, which would have inserted a 50%/50% mix of cells from the two streams into the shared memory. Consider that pushout attacks cells of the two streams in proportion to their bu er occupancies at the time. Hence the cell loss rate per unit time for the streams may not be exactly proportional to their o ered loads , but may be skewed in the direction of equality. Translating cell losses per unit time back to cell losses per cell arrival, this corresponds to a skew in favor of the heavier stream. This skew should shrink as more and more streams are introduced or as the o ered loads grow (cf. S1 vs. S2 and S3 vs. S4).
In summary, these three imbalanced tra c examples suggest that pushout within each switching element is essential, so that overloaded output ports do not interfere with lightly loaded output ports. At each overloaded output port, pushout treats all streams contributing to the congestion reasonably fairly. Of the two schemes with pushout, Scheme DP O appears 19 Basak, Choudhury and Hahne to be somewhat better than the plain P O scheme, because DP O's backpressure component makes more bu ering available for streams that can use it.
Performance under Balanced Tra c
Now we switch to the balanced tra c model, where each input line has the same o ered load , and each burst chooses its destination output line randomly and uniformly. At all load levels, each scheme with pushout does somewhat better than the corresponding scheme without pushout (i.e., compare P O with NC, and compare DP O with RBP ). As one would expect, the bene ts of pushout are less dramatic here than they were for the imbalanced load model.
Under light load, the schemes with backpressure (viz., BP , RBP and DP O) do much better than those without backpressure (viz., NC and P O). For example, at = 0:25, the cell loss probability for each of the three backpressure schemes is 1e-04, while P O's loss is 3e-04, and NC's loss is 4e-4.
Under heavy load, Scheme BP is somewhat worse than Scheme NC, because of tree saturation e ects in which congestion spreads from an overloaded switching element back into multiple upstage switching elements. Scheme NC con nes cell loss to the troubled switching element itself, and hence is more e cient under heavy load. Scheme RBP under heavy load is about the same as NC, because backpressure is turned o most of the time. Under heavy load, Scheme P O is somewhat better than Scheme NC, because it drops cells even more selectively: only cells for the congested output port of the troubled switching element are dropped. Scheme DP O under heavy load performs about the same as P O, because backpressure is turned o most of the time.
DP O appears to be a reasonably good scheme at all load levels. At low loads, it shows the advantage of backpressure. At high loads, its backpressure threshold mitigates any tree 20 Basak, Choudhury and Hahne Scheme NC In Figs. 6-10, we break down the data from Fig. 5 , looking separately at each of the three switching stages. We will discuss these per-stage losses only at low loads, because at high loads the losses of di erent stages become correlated. For instance, a very high loss in Stage 1 means that the load actually impinging on Stage 2 is much lower than the nominal o ered load , which reduces the loss in Stage 2.
As shown in Fig. 6 , the No Controls scheme NC at low loads has roughly comparable losses for all three stages, because no matter what stage a congestion problem arises in, there is only one bu er of size M available to deal with it. For example, at = 0:25, the respective cell loss probabilities for Stages 0, 1 and 2 are 8.6e-05, 1.5e-04, and 1.4e-04. The total loss is 3.8e-04.
The conventional Backpressure scheme BP cannot help congestion problems that originate in Stage 0. However, BP reduces the loss associated with congestion problems originating in Stages 1 and 2, by allowing the use of upstream bu ers. Backpressure reduces these losses without completely eliminating them and shifts the location of these losses from Stages 1 and 2 back to Stage 0. As shown in Fig. 7 , there are no losses at all in Stages 1 and 2 with scheme BP . At = 0:25, BP 's loss probability in Stage 0 is 1.1e-04, only slightly higher than the unavoidable Stage 0 loss of 8.6e-05 shown on the NC plot (Fig. 6 ) and much less than NC's total loss of 3.8e-04.
The per-stage losses for the Restricted Backpressure scheme RBP are shown in Fig. 8 . For low loads, the Stage 0 loss and the total loss are very close to those of Scheme BP . In contrast to conventional backpressure, Scheme RBP does have some losses in Stages 1 and 2, but these losses are very much lower than the Stage 0 loss. For example, with RBP , at = 0:25, the respective cell loss probabilities for Stages 0, 1 and 2 are 1.1e-04, 1.6e-06, and 2.7e-06, and the total loss is 1.1e-04. Now let us brie y consider the two schemes that use pushout. The plots for the plain Pushout Scheme P O, given in Fig. 9 , are similar in shape to those for NC. In each stage, however, the losses are a little lower with pushout than without it. For example, with P O, 22 Basak We conclude with a comparison of the three backpressure schemes. Recall that Scheme BP allows congestion incidents originating in Stage 2 to use bu ers in both Stages 0 and 1, while RBP and DP O only allow Stage 2 problems to use Stage 1 bu ers. Therefore, at very low loads, where tree saturation is less of a problem and bu er sharing is most desirable, one might expect BP to have less total cell loss than RBP than DP O. (Recall that our imbalanced load scenarios showed that this extra stage of bu ering can help certain streams under certain tra c conditions.) However, Fig. 5 shows that this e ect is negligible for the balanced load model and the tra c parameters simulated here, when the performance measure is the total cell loss, summed over all stages and all source/destination pairs. Figs. 8 and 10 explain why. Schemes RBP and DP O already reduce the Stage 2 loss to such a low level, in comparison with the inherent Stage 0 loss (i.e., the loss caused by congestion incidents 25 Basak, Choudhury and Hahne originating in Stage 0, as indicated on the NC plot in Fig. 6 ), that further improvements in the Stage 2 loss can have little e ect on the overall cell loss probability.
Total Delay
While the primary concern of this study is loss performance, for completeness we also looked at mean cell delay data. For o ered loads less than 0.4, all the schemes have nearly identical delay performance. For o ered loads greater than 0.4, schemes with backpressure have higher delays than corresponding schemes without backpressure, and schemes with pushout have lower delays than corresponding schemes without pushout. Nowhere, however, does the choice of scheme cause the delay to vary by more than 27%.
Conclusions
We studied a multistage ATM switch with a banyan topology, in which each switching element uses output queueing and shares its local cell bu er memory among all its output ports. We applied a bu er management technique called Delayed Pushout that was originally designed for multistage ATM switches with hierarchical topologies. Delayed Pushout uses a pushout mechanism within each switching element and a backpressure mechanism between switch stages. The backpressure component has a threshold to restrict the amount of sharing between stages. A synergy emerges when pushout, backpressure, and this threshold are all employed together. A congested switching element can gain access to the cell bu er memory of upstream switching elements using backpressure. But the backpressure threshold helps ensure that if cells must eventually be dropped somewhere, they will be dropped back at the switching element where the congestion originated. This switching element can then employ its pushout mechanism to shed load intelligently. Using a computer simulation of the switch under bursty tra c, we simulated Delayed Pushout as well as several simpler pushout and backpressure schemes under a variety of tra c conditions. We found that Delayed Pushout can provide banyan networks with the substantial bene ts of backpressure under low loads, while avoiding the tree saturation problems of backpressure under high loads. The pushout component of the scheme gives a moderate improvement in overall e ciency under balanced tra c conditions, and it makes the network 26 Basak, Choudhury and Hahne behave much more fairly in the presence of hot spot loads. Of the ve schemes we simulated, Delayed Pushout was the only one that performed well under all load conditions.
